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misguided young man who had
to learn the hard way that the
streets are a myth and they
love no one. To most, it’s just a
game. This young kid
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game of chess and maneuvers
his way from a pawn with
deadly aspirations to someday
being crowned king. He views
people as mere pieces on the
chessboard—part of the game.
Seeing that most of the boys
his age from his neighborhood
are—in some shape, form, or
fashion—part of the game, he
knew very few understood the
rules and even fewer abided by
them. The older he got, the
more he realized that he had
too much to lose—a tough pill
to swallow. And as it is said for
most, a true player of the game
finds it difficult to throw in the
towel, but damn sure doesn’t
wanna die, captured in
someone’s prison. He then
realized that his belief in the
false narrative of the game and
how it’s to be played is a farce,
along with its invisible code.
Eventually, he was forced to be
honest with himself. There has
never been—or ever will
be—any honor amongst
thieves. Like murder, lying,
cheating, and stealing,
snitching is also part of the
game. The street code
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still—used to keep the low-level
soldiers and underlings in
check, allowing the top-tier
guys to stay in their position, at
the top, as kings! The very
moment that things, however
they may seem, begin to shift,
people start to talk. While not
suggesting that all do, it’s fair
to say the ones who stay silent
due to their strong moral belief
in the G code and keeping their
street honor intact are in the
minority. Rule 1: Don’t get
checkmated Rule 2: If you
throw bricks at the
penitentiary long enough, know
eventually that the doors will
open to welcome you in. Rule
3: Know that the toughest and
baddest killer, robber,
gangster, dope dealer in your
hood will set you up for the kill
or snitch on you. It’s just that
simple…CHECKMATE.
A Practical Dictionary of the
English Language Oct 26
2019
1001 Brilliant Ways to
Checkmate Mar 31 2020 A
21st-Century Edition of a Great
Checkmate Collection! Ask
most chessplayers from the
To Download
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they acquired and sharpened
their tactical skills, and
chances are a Fred Reinfeld
tactics collection will be part of
their answer. And now, for the
first time, 1001 Brilliant Ways
to Checkmate is available in
modern algebraic notation.
This may be the all-time great
checkmate collection, with
forced checkmate positions
culled mainly from actual play.
And Reinfeld's selection is
simply marvelous, touching on
all the important tactical
themes. In short, this is an
outstanding book to hone your
tactical abilities. It will help
you recognize mating patterns,
develop visualization skills,
enhance imagination, and
improve tactical sharpness.
And now, with a modern 21stcentury edition of this great
checkmate collection finally
available, there is no excuse for
not only improving your
tactical skills, but also enjoying
yourself along the way.
The Checkmate Patterns
Manual Dec 29 2019 There is
nothing more satisfying than
finishing a chess game with a
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patterns, some with intriguing
names, are explained in full in
this course. You will review
every pattern. Master them.
And test yourself with 1.000
exercises at all levels of
difficulty. These are the killer
combinations that will win you
games: Anastasia, Greco, Hook,
Arabian, Vukovic, Smothered,
Suffocation, Corner, Morphy,
Pillsbury, Lolli, Opera,
Damiano, Max Lange, Dovetail,
Swallow's Tail, David &
Goliath, Boden, Balestra and
the list goes on and on and on.
The Last Checkmate Mar 12
2021 Readers of Heather
Morris's The Tattooist of
Auschwitz and watchers of The
Queen's Gambit won't want to
miss this amazing debut set
during World War II. A young
Polish resistance worker,
imprisoned in Auschwitz as a
political prisoner, plays chess
in exchange for her life, and in
doing so fights to bring the
man who destroyed her family
to justice. Maria is many
things: daughter, avid chess
player, and member of the
Polish underground resistance
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Captured by the Gestapo she is
imprisoned in Auschwitz, while
her family is sent to their
deaths. Realizing her ability to
play chess, the sadistic camp
deputy, Fritzsch, intends to use
her as a chess opponent to
entertain the camp guards.
However, once he tires of
utilizing her skills, he has every
intention of killing her.
Befriended by a Catholic priest,
Maria attempts to overcome
her grief and see the value in
survival. Literally playing for
her life through four grueling
years, her strategy is simple:
Live. Fight. Survive. By
cleverly provoking Fritzsch's
volatile nature in front of his
superiors, Maria intends to
orchestrate his downfall. Only
then will she have a chance to
evade the fate awaiting her and
see him brought to justice. As
she carries out her plan and
the war nears its end, she
discovers Fritzsch has
survived. And so Maria, vowing
still to avenge the murder of
her family, challenges her
former nemesis to one final
game, certain to end in life or
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Maria can bear to face
Fritzsch--and her past--one last
time.
Read, Write, Checkmate Jun 26
2022 This book helps educators
and librarians prepare students
to succeed in University
Interscholastic League (UIL)
Chess Puzzle. * Serves to
prepare students to succeed in
University Interscholastic
League (UIL) Chess Puzzle
competitions
Household Chess Magazine
Jan 28 2020
When Your Mate Has
Emotionally Checked Out Nov
19 2021 If you are willing to
take a journey to become a
healthier you, then you will
obtain the tools to bring lasting
healing to your life and your
relationships.
The Art of Checkmate Aug
17 2021 The Art of Checkmate,
first published in Monaco in
1947, has remained one of the
most popular and enduring
chess books of all time, loved
by chess players and regularly
appearing in top ten lists of
their favourites. Remarkably,
despite its widespread
To Download
popularity, the Where
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edition, published in the 1950s,
was marred by careless and
faulty translation. But now, for
the first time, all these
mistakes have been rectified so
as to reflect accurately the
authors’ original work and
thereby make the English
edition of The Art of
Checkmate an even better
book. The Art of Checkmate
offers the reader a systematic
classification of all the
principal types of checkmate
and the procedures required to
achieve these in actual play.
Each chapter starts with the
basic pattern of the checkmate
under consideration and this is
followed by an explanation of
the process whereby the mate
can be carried out. Examples
from practical play and test
yourself puzzle positions then
reinforce the readers’
understanding of the
mechanics of the checkmate
and their ability to deliver
crushing and, at times,
picturesque checkmates in
their own games An enjoyable
and easy-to-read book chess
instructor that will benefit
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Uncharted 4: A Thief's End Strategy Guide Nov 07 2020 It
is three years after the events
of Uncharted 3 and Nathan
Drake, the world's most famous
hunter of treasure, has hung
up his boots and left that work
behind him. However, the
sudden appearance of his
brother, Samuel Drake, has
made that calling for adventure
come back in full force, as he
needs Nathan's help to save his
own life. They are on the hunt
for Captain Henry Avery's longlost treasure, bringing them to
many exotic locations wrought
with danger, in another
exciting entry in the Uncharted
franchise. The guide includes: A complete and detailed
walkthrough of the main story.
- Locations for all of the game's
collectibles. - Comprehensive
guide to get every single
trophy.
Gunner's Mate 1 & C Nov 27
2019
250 Checkmate Exercises
for Improving Players May
26 2022 Limited-time special:
The paperback version is on
sale for only $6.99 (normally
Download
$9.99). ImproveWhere
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studying 250 checkmate
exercises! The book contains
250 checkmate exercises for
the reader to solve, and all of
them are from games involving
players with an Elo rating in
the range of 1600 - 2200.
These exercises are easier than
those contained in my previous
book, 200 Checkmate
Exercises From Tournament
Games
(www.amazon.com/dp/B071CV
VQNK), and they are more
suited to players who have less
experience in chess. The
exercises are split into two
chapters. The first chapter has
100 mate in 1 exercises, and
the second chapter has 150
mate in 2 exercises. There is
only one first move that
achieves the required goal for
each exercise. For the mate in
2 exercises, there may be
several moves for the second
move that achieve the goal,
and all of these choices are
acceptable as solutions. The
mate in 1 exercises are good
for developing quick board
vision, and the aim is to solve
these exercises quickly. Of
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require more work. Detailed
solutions are provided for all
the exercises, and they have
been computer-checked by
several strong chess engines
for accuracy. The book will be
a valuable resource for
improving players, and it will
give the reader many hours of
instruction and entertainment.
The Chess world Feb 29 2020
Find the Checkmate Aug 05
2020 This title, suitable for
both novices and children,
allows readers to find the right
way to deliver a checkmate in
one, two or more moves from
hundreds of positions provided
by the author. By tackling
these puzzles, they can begin
to think like chessplayers and
visualize, calculate and
advance.
The Book of Chess Feb 08 2021
Aviation Boatswain's Mate 3
& 2 Jun 22 2019
Angela’s Club Sep 25 2019 All
of a sudden Dr. Nate Williams,
a young dynamic cardiologist,
finds himself kicked out of his
hospital for a month. He had
always prided himself that he
was not part of the complicated
Where
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Not understanding what has
driven him to forego
relationships in his arduous
journey to excel in medicine,
he is set adrift trying to figure
out what to do with himself
when he meets Angela, a
bookstore owner, who
diagnoses him with a fiction
reading disability and invites
him to be a part of her club.
Here he meets Tony and Rita
restaurant owners, Cindy a
third grade teacher and her
husband Rick a biologist,
Gregg an English professor, his
pale wife Samantha and Father
Jim. His love affair with Angela
and his relationship with the
members of her club take him
on a journey where he learns
what a heart is really for. For
the first time he knows love
and tears and becomes part of
the complicated human mess.
And then there is Sandy.
The Art of the Checkmate
Oct 31 2022 All mating
situations in basic
classification, how tactics
adjust to each. 127 games
analyzed. 80 quiz examples,
answers.
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Checkmate Oct 19 2021 Learn
how to get a checkmate and
win a game of chess.
How to Play Chess Jul 04
2020 Learn chess the fun way
and add firepower to your
chess strategies with this
beginner's guide to the world's
most popular game of skill.
From the opening move to
checkmate, How to Play Chess
is an easy-to-follow guide to
achieve grandmaster
greatness. Perfect for children
aged 8-13, this companion
explains chess tactics and
strategies in simple language
supported by amazing 3-D
images. Starting with basic
terms and techniques, this
ebook will make you a chess
champion and teach you
master tips to impress your
opponents. The ebook begins
with a short history of chess
and also explains the basic
rules and objectives of the
game. It contains descriptions
of popular moves and the
reference section illustrates
the moves of one of the most
famous chess games - the
Opera Game played by the
Where
Download
Duke of Brunswick
inTo1858.
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Download a copy of How to
Play Chess and learn to solve
the toughest of chess
challenges.
Guess 100 Checkmate Tests
of 5 Moves or Less Against
the Chess Computers of Top
Level ; + All the Chess Rules
May 14 2021 Guess 100
checkmate tests of 5 moves or
less against the chess game
software of top level. Full
description of these 100
checkmate tests with full of
diagrams, pictures of the
pieces and and all the chess
game rules and much more are
included in this chess game ebook.In order to win against
the chess game software of top
level, you must make many
sacrifices; without that, it's
almost impossible to win
against. Replay these 100
checkmate tests against the
chess game software of top
level and you will understand
that reality ! At the chess
game, the russian empire is on
the wane !
The Lads of the Village Jun
14 2021
Chess World Jul 24 2019
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Checkmate is a story of a
misguided young man who had
to learn the hard way that the
streets are a myth and they
love no one. To most, it's just a
game. This young kid
developed a knack for the
game of chess and maneuvers
his way from a pawn with
deadly aspirations to someday
being crowned king. He views
people as mere pieces on the
chessboard-part of the game.
Seeing that most of the boys
his age from his neighborhood
are-in some shape, form, or
fashion-part of the game, he
knew very few understood the
rules and even fewer abided by
them. The older he got, the
more he realized that he had
too much to lose-a tough pill to
swallow. And as it is said for
most, a true player of the game
finds it difficult to throw in the
towel, but damn sure doesn't
wanna die, captured in
someone's prison. He then
realized that his belief in the
false narrative of the game and
how it's to be played is a farce,
along with its invisible code.
Eventually, he was forced to be
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never been-or ever will be-any
honor amongst thieves. Like
murder, lying, cheating, and
stealing, snitching is also part
of the game. The street code
was-and in his opinion, is stillused to keep the low-level
soldiers and underlings in
check, allowing the top-tier
guys to stay in their position, at
the top, as kings! The very
moment that things, however
they may seem, begin to shift,
people start to talk. While not
suggesting that all do, it's fair
to say the ones who stay silent
due to their strong moral belief
in the G code and keeping their
street honor intact are in the
minority. Rule 1: Don't get
checkmated Rule 2: If you
throw bricks at the
penitentiary long enough, know
eventually that the doors will
open to welcome you in. Rule
3: Know that the toughest and
baddest killer, robber,
gangster, dope dealer in your
hood will set you up for the kill
or snitch on you. It's just that
simple...CHECKMATE.
1001 Deadly Checkmates
Sep 05 2020 For all chessWhere To from
Download
Final
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world champions, from kids to
seniors, delivering checkmate
is the greatest thrill the game
has to offer. The ability to spot
checkmates is a vital skill - and
this easy-to-use book shows
you how it is done. With the
help of Grandmaster John
Nunn, you will be ready to
shock your next opponent with
a deadly checkmate, whether
in a school match, a club
tournament - or even a
championship game! By
focusing exclusively on
positions from real games,
ranging from junior events to
grandmaster encounters, Nunn
ensures that the mates
featured are those which arise
most often in real life. He also
highlights themes and ideas
that are often missed in
practice. While solving these
puzzles, your all-important
'mental library' of patterns will
grow, leading to an immediate
increase in your playing
strength. All 1001 puzzle
positions have been carefully
checked, and are graded by
theme and difficulty. Points are
awarded for finding the
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your skill. Most of the puzzles
are suitable for novice and
junior players. The last chapter
challenges you with 'extreme
checkmates', but don't worry:
you'll be ready for them!
Checkmate Made Easy Jan 10
2021 IntroductionThere is only
one real way to win a game of
chess. That is to the checkmate
the King. Players often resign,
but only because they think
they will be checkmated
eventually anyway. A mate may
come as a single move, like a
bolt from the blue. These are
mates in one. More often there
is a mating attack consisting of
a sequence of alternating
checks and check evasions. The
final check is mate. A check is
the most powerful move in
Chess. The most powerful way
to attack is to connect a series
of checks. The author draws
from many positions that the
author has used in years of
chess coaching as a FIDE
Master. There are over 1000
diagrams which include mates
in one, mates in two, mates in
three and mates in four or
more moves by each player.
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many mating pattern which
happen again and again in
games. Strong players are
familiar with many mating
patterns and themes, through
both play and study. This
familiarity allows players to
spot mates much quicker than
they would otherwise. There is
a strong correlation between
playing strength and how
quickly a player can find forced
mates. This book includes
many positions that have been
collected for coaching purposes
over many years. The book is
designed to help the reader to
quickly become familiar with
many mating patterns. It may
also help refresh familiarity
with mates that have been
previously seen, but partly
forgotten.PositionsThe
positions have been invented.
However they are are very
similar to positions from actual
play and are quite unlike
composed positions. In many
cases they have been simplified
and have few units on the
board which are not involved in
the mating
attack.DiagramsThere are over
Where ToIn
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positions White moves first and
White is playing up the board.
Moves are numbered from the
current position, not from the
start of the game. The book
uses standard chess notation,
which is short Algebraic
notation. It is desirable to know
this. There are different ways
you can read this book. You can
treat the positions as puzzles.
You can choose the move you
would play and move to the
next diagram to check whether
you are correct or not. You can
simply enjoy playing through
through the positions,
becoming familiar with a wide
range of mating patterns as
you do so. You can quickly flip
forwards (or backwards)
through the sequence of moves
in each position. You can
combine both approaches. For
example, during a first reading
you could play through the
positions. On a second reading
you could see how many you
can solve from the starting
position. You do not need a
chess set and board to read
this book. See my authors page
for information about my
Where To Download
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Check Mate! Apr 24 2022 Just
how did he do it? How did
Pierre LeMoyne d'Ibervillealone, outgunned, and
outnumbered-defy what should
have been a rout for the
English! Instead, he sinks a
Royal Navy vessel with all
hands onboard, captures a
second ship, and chases off a
third! Few Canadians know of
this classic 17th century
encounter on Hudson Bay. How
did geography, distance, and a
final ironic historical twist of
fate leave everyone shaking
their heads in disbelief, make
tatters of his victory, and deny
Iberville super hero status in
France? All the answers to
these and other life-altering
questions are explained
through the eyes and
experiences of two twelve-yearold boys on opposite sides of
this epic battle.
Checkmate in Two Moves
Chess Puzzles Workbook Jul
16 2021 Checkmate in two
moves this manual guides you
to win chess for beginners.
puzzles from easy to difficult.
Recommended by chess
To Download
coaches aroundWhere
the world,
it
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presents a wide range of
specific chess positions and
asks the reader to find the next
move or series of moves that
lead to checkmate - with 9
charts per page and the
answers stated at the end. The
beauty of Simple Checkmates
is that it transforms learning
into a game. It's fun, it's
fascinating, it's fundamental an invaluable tool for anyone
who wants to not only play
chess but also win chess. With
diagrams in all, this book is
sure to take you or your kids to
a whole new level of play.
ordering this guide will help
you improve and raise your
level.
Chess Problems Apr 12 2021
Chess for Kids Oct 07 2020
This engaging workbook
introduces kids to the
wonderful world of
chess—from an explanation of
every piece on the board to the
fundamentals of the game and
strategies to capture pieces
and win—all told through fun
visuals, mock games, and
exciting exercises. Chess for
Kids includes: A comprehensive
Where To Download
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introduction
to the
king, queen,
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knights, bishops, rooks, and
pawns and how each piece
moves, attacks, and defends.
Detailed explanations of the
basic rules of chess, tactics,
strategies, mating patterns,
and piece strategies. Write-in,
workbook activities to help kids
‘learn by doing,’ unlike other
chess books which are text
heavy and not interactive. The
best offensive and defensive
strategies including how to find
weak spots in your opponent's
defense and how to close
games when most of the
board’s pieces are gone. Learn
the pieces, study the
strategies, and checkmate all
your opponents in this
complete guide to mastering
the game of chess!
Checkmate! Jul 28 2022 In
Checkmate! readers are invited
to learn chess with Garry
Kasparov, the World number
one and the most famous figure
in chess history, as their
teacher. In this book chess
players can discover all the
various pieces and how they
move, how to attack and how
to defend, how to capture, and,
Where
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giveTocheck
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and deliver checkmate.
Check & Mate Dec 21 2021
Check mate is an anthology
based on the most popular
game "Chess". In this
anthology 16 writers have
played a beautiful role of 16
Characters of chess. ( 8 Pawns
, 2 Rooks, 2 Bishops, 2 Knights,
1 Queen and 1 king) It'll be
interesting to read this
anthology as a viewer of a
chess game. Happy Reading!
Checkmate Sep 17 2021
'Another emotional hard-hitter'
Sunday Times My name is
Callie Rose. My mum is a Cross
– one of the so-called ruling
elite. My dad was a Nought.
My dad was a murderer. My
dad was a terrorist. These facts
are the only things that are
mine and real. So I don’t mind
so much that I’m leaving it all
behind. There’s nothing here
worth holding onto. Sixteen
years have passed since Sephy
Hadley first met Callum
McGregor. For Callie Rose,
growing up mixed race in a
world where bitter prejudice
divides Noughts and Crosses
has meant she’s an outsider
Where To Download
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McGregor. Jude teaches Callie
about her real family history,
and the more she learns the
more he persuades her where
her loyalties really lie. But soon
Callie is caught in a trap she
can’t get out of – one which will
have deadly consequences.
Voted as one of the UK's bestloved books, Malorie
Blackman's Noughts & Crosses
series is a seminal piece of YA
fiction; a true modern classic.
‘Dramatic, intensely moving’
Carousel
Check Mate Feb 20 2022 LIFE
IS LIKE CHESS. MAKE YOUR
MOVES WITH CAUTION.
North State University just
hired their newest professor.
ionne Harper can't wait to start
her assignment.Her
unemployed husband is
reluctantly along for the ride.In
college town Grandridge, the
right circle of friends means
everything...BUT WHAT
HAPPENS WHEN YOU GET
TOO CLOSE ? Professor
Harper fits into the high class
society, while Andre fights
assimilation with firm
resolve.Their turbulent
Wherefalling
To Download
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pieces when Andre crosses the
line for the last time. His
interaction with an audacious
new neighbor sparks
retaliation neither of them
could imagine. WHO DO YOU
RUN TO IN A TOWN WITH NO
RULES ? The community's
most powerful citizen teams up
with his pool of well-connected
friends to teach outsider Andre
Harper a lesson he'll never
forget.Professor Dionne Harper
must choose to align herself
with the towns upper elite or
trust her husband one last
time. CHOOSE WRONG AND
THE RESULTS COULD BE
DEADLY...
Check Mate Jan 22 2022 It's
New Year's Eve and with one of
the Fates working against
them, do Serenity and Devon
have a chance for true love?
Read CHECK MATE and dive
into book two of Serenity and
Devon's romance. CHECK
MATE is a supernatural romp
filled with sexy billionaire
dragons, rambunctious fairy
godmothers—and a goddess
who’s only job is to decide your
fate. *** Three holiday short
Where for
To Download
Final
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Las Vegas with a dragon shifter
hero you won't want to miss,
check out Devon and Serenity's
story! Started in Gift Mate,
now the romance continues
in...Check Mate He's rich,
successful—and he's pissed off
the one woman he's ever going
to love... CHECK MATE is book
two of Serenity and Devon's
romance and a short holiday
read for you to unwrap this
holiday season.
Checkmate for Children Dec
09 2020 Beginners of all ages
will win more games after
studying this easy-to-follow
book. This isn?t another
random collection of puzzles,
but a systematic course that
teaches you how to checkmate
your opponent. Experienced
chess coach Kevin Stark
explains elementary mating
patterns in all the important
positions and provides many
tests to see if you have really
mastered the technique. A fun
book and a great help in
achieving the ultimate goal in
chess.
Chess, Step by Step Aug 24
2019 "CHESS, Step by Step:
To Download
From Beginner Where
to Champion"
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(soft cover) is a guide to the
game of chess. The series
"Chess, Step by Step: From
Beginner to Champion"
consists of several volumes and
is designed to progressively
challenge students and guide
them "step by step" along the
path of consistent chess
improvement. Each volume is
broken down into chapters
suitable for classroom
instruction. This volume, Book
1, explains the moves and rules
of the game as well as basic
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checkmate strategies. Lessons
are illustrated by thoroughly
explained examples and more
than 600 exercises and puzzles.
How to Force Checkmate Sep
29 2022 300 diagrammed
positions, subdivided into
situations of mate in one, two,
or three moves, introduce you
to a vast array of checkmate
situations. For study, as
entertainment during leisure
moments or travel (you need
no board), this book will help
end your games with a brilliant
touch.
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